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Global Deformation Using Nonlinear FEM: We apply the dis-
placement based finite element methods (FEM) to the simulation of
large motions and global deformations of deformable objects. A lin-
ear strain model leads to unacceptable distortion (figure 1). To avoid
this problem, we apply a quadratic strain instead (figure 1). Essen-
tially this requires solving the following nonlinear system of differ-
ential equations

M�u+D_u+R(u) = F (1)

where u is the nodal displacements; _u and �u, the respective veloci-
ties and accelerations;F, the external force;M, the mass matrix;D,
the damping matrix; and R(u), the nonlinear internal force due to
deformation.

For a soft material such as live tissue, the material stiffness is
small. This makes explicit time integration scheme appropriate be-
cause we can take large time steps. In particular We apply explicit
Newmark scheme to equation (1).

We diagonalize the mass matrix M and the damping matrix D.
This leads to a decoupled system of nonlinear equations, which re-
quires no matrix inversions to solve.

Figure 1: The left end of the beam is fixed. The left image shows
its distorted deformation under gravity, using linear strain. The right
image shows the undistorted deformation, under the same gravita-
tional force, using quadratic strain.

Collision Integration Scheme: Simulating deformable object colli-
sions using a penalty method [3] requires tiny time steps to product
visually satisfactory animations. A general impulse collision [1] is
considered more efficient and accurate but still requires more com-
putation than collision-free dynamics.

For deformable object collisions, the collision time can be as-
sumed finite (unlike the instantaneous collision of rigid bodies). By
recognizing this, we propose an efficient way to handle collision.

Consider the collision between a deformable body with a station-
ary rigid body (figure 2). Assume at time tn, the nodep, with velocity
v̂(p)n, is colliding with a rigid surface of outward normal n̂. Then
the non-penetration constraint at node p can be enforced by setting
the normal component of v̂(p)n+1 to zero as following:

v̂(p)n+1 = v̂(p)n + (v̂(p)n � n̂)n̂ (2)

If we choose4tn+1 =4tn for the Newmark scheme, we have

ûn+2 � n̂ = ûn � n̂ (3)
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This shows that the non-penetration constraint is exactly enforced af-
ter two time steps, without solving a constrained problem.

For a decoupledsystem, this collision handling schemecan be eas-
ily generalized to multiple point collision constraint. And unlike the
coupled system, no explicit impulse calculation is necessary for fric-
tionless collisions. When friction has to be considered, the equiva-
lent impulse can be easily computed without matrix inversion. This
collision-handling integration scheme can be easily generalized to
collisions between a deformable body and a moving rigid body, and
to collisions between deformable bodies. It is worth noting that a
deformable object’s resting on a surface can be handled exactly the
same way.
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Figure 2: A flexible body col-
lides with a rigid body.

Figure 3: A 2D exam-
ple of graded mesh.

Graded Mesh: While 2D FEM has great success in achieving real
time performance in computer graphics applications, the computa-
tional cost is much higher for 3D applications, mainly due to the
increase in the number of elements in the mesh. In a roughly uni-
form 2D finite element mesh, the numberof elements is aboutO(n2),
where n is the average number of elements in each principle di-
rection. However a similar 3D mesh would have O(n3) elements,
which leads to a much larger system of equations.

Nicolson [2] shows that the cutoff spatial frequency of an object
in response to external loads decreases faster than 1=d in terms of the
distance d away from the surface. Therefore if we use a 3D graded
mesh similar to the 2D example in figure 3, we will lose little accu-
racy with respect to static forces on the surface, while reducing the
complexity of the problem from O(n3) to O(n2). A similar grading
property also applies to tetrahedral mesh.

To maintain the geometric compatibility at the element interface,
we simply set the displacement of edge constrained nodes, such as
node A in figure 3, to the midpoint of the corresponding edge. Sim-
ilar constraint apply to the face constrained nodes in a 3D mesh.

On a 400MHz Pentium II PC, a uniform mesh of 1331 elements
needs about 0.11 seconds per time step. The graded mesh with the
same accuracy needs only 0.06 seconds per step.
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